blood-vessels, but prominently absent from the collecting lymphatic channels lying alongside of these vessels, thus supporting the hypothesis they formerly emitted, that these cells were merely links in a nutritive chain, not radicles of the lymphatics, even when, as in teudon, the cornea, &c., they are connected with the lymphatics. The paper is illustrated by about a dozen and a half of camera-lucida drawings of microscopical specimens in their possession. Most of the following determinations were made two years ago. They were not published at once, because the results showed more variation than was expected. They are now made known for two reasons. Pirst, most' of the glasses examined are articles of commerce, and can be readily obtained by any person experimenting upon the physical properties of glass; these glasses only vary within narrow limits, and their variations may be approximately allowed for by a knowledge of their density. Second, most of the prisms having three angles from each of which determinations were made, the probable error of the mean is very small, and any error of the nature of a blunder is certainly detected.
Again, if the secondary chromatic aberration of (2) (1) is the same as at of (3) (1), then that of (2) (3) has also the same value, and the iree glasses satisfy the above condition. 
IY. Y.
VI.
VII.
B.
•68668 212076 1-552201 1-552201 0000000 1-552203 -2 O.
•65618 2-32249 1-553491 1-553444 +0 000047 1-553481 +10 D.
•58890 2-88348 1-557030 1-556951 +0000079 1-557033 -3 E.
•52690 3-60200 1-561612 1-561553 +0-000059 1-561613 -1 b.
•51667 3-74605 1-562530 1-562490 +0000040 1-562538 -8 F.
•48606 4-23272 1-565692 1-565692 0000000 1-565693 -1 a.
•43072 5-39026 1-573459 1-573536 -0-000077 1-573457 + 2 h.
• 41012 -11*7 1 -10*7 -9-4 -9-9 -9-4 -11-8 -11-9 -13-2
